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Part A
1. It takes 6 technicians a total of 10

hours to insiall a new equipment from
scratch, with each working at the same
rate. If six technicians start to install
the same equipment at 11:00 am, and
one technician per hour is added be-
ginning at 5:00 pm, at what time will
the equipment installation be com-
plete?

A. 6:40 pm

B. 7:00 pm

C. 7:20 pm

D. 8:00 pm

2. In how many ways is it possible to
choose a white square and a black
square on a chess board so that the
squares must not lie in the same row
or column?

A. 56

B. 896

c. 60

D. 768

3. Gopai's Shop selis srnail cookies in
boxes of different sizes, The cookies
are priced at Rs.2 per cookie up to
200 cookies. For every additional 20
cookies, the price of the whole lot goes
down by 10 paise per cookie. What
should be the maxirnum size of the box
(in terms of number of cookies it can
hold) that would maximize the rev-
enue?

A. 240

B. 300

c. 400

D. None of these

4. 3 smali pumps and a large pump are
filiing a tank. Each of tlie tjiree srnall
primps rvorks at lrd the rate of the
large pump. In what fraction of the
time that all 4 pumps working to_
gether will fill the tank in comparison
to the time taken by the large pump

. alone?

A.+
B.*
C.?
D.z

5, Four cows are tethered at fonr corners
of a square plot of side 14 nreters so
that the adjacent cows can just reach
one another. There is a small circular
pond of area 20 m2 at the centre. The
area left ungrazed is:

A. 22 m2

B. 42 m2

C" 84 m2

D. 168 m2

Answer questions C and 7 using the
following inforrnation: 8 trees, viz.
mango, guava, papaya, pomegranate,
lemon, banana, raspberry and apple
are planted in two rows, of four each
aligned East-West. Lemon is between
mango and apple but just opposite to
guava. Banana is either at the end of
a row and is just imrnediately to the
right of guava, or Banana is just next
to Guava. Raspberry is at the end of
a row, and mango is at the other end
of the opposite row.

6. \A4rich of the following is alwavs true

ts-1
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A. Appie is just next to Lemon

B. Papaya is just next to Apple

C. Raspberry is either to the left or
to the right of Pomegranate

D. Pomegranate is diagonally oppo-
site to Banana

Which of these is directly opposite Ba-
nana?

A. Pomegranate

B, Mango

C. Papaya

D. None of these

How many number of times will the
digit 7' be written when listing the in-
tegers from 1 to 1000?

A. 300

B. 271

c, 252

D. 304

There are 10 positive real num-
bers T\
How many triplets of these num-
bers (n1, nz,nB),(n2,ns,na), ... can
be generated such that in each triplet
the first numberr is always less than the
second number; and the second num-
ber is always less than the third num-
ber?

A. 45

ts. 90

C. I2O

D. 180

8-?

10. There were two women amongst other
men who took part in a chess tourna-
ment. Every participant played two
games with every other participant.
The number of games which only men
played was exactiy 104 games more
than those played whicir involved a
women. The total number of partic-
ipants is

A. 13

B. 11

c. 14

D. 15

Answer questions 11 and 12 using the
following information: In the English
alphabet there are 11 symrnetric let-
ters that appear the same when looked
at in a mirror. Other 15 letters in the
alphabet are asymmetric letters.

How many four-letter computer pass-
words can be formed using only the
symmetric letters (no repetition al-
lowed)?

A. 7920

B. 330

c. 14640

D. 419430

Itow many three-letter computer pass-
words (no repetition ailowed) can be
formed with at least one symmetric
letter?

A. 990

273A

12870

15600

7.

8,

11.

O

t2.

B.

C.

D.
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13. Which letter in the word RIJTHLESS
has a position from the beginning of
the word that is half as much as its
position when seen in the aiphabet ?

A.E
B.L
C.H
D.U

14. A wire of some length is bent in circu-
lar form and has an area of 808 sq. cm.
If the same length of wire is straight-
ened out and bent in the form of a
square, the approximate area of the
square in sq. cm may be

A. 121

B. 242

c. 308

D. 69,29

15. Consider a square circumscribed by a
circle with a radius of 4 units. The
area of the square in square units is

A. 16n

B. 16 \/2

c. 32

D. 64

A man returns after shooting and
catching birds in his bag. He was
asked how many birds he had in his
bag. He said, "They are ali house
sparrows but six, they are all pigeons
but six, and all doves but six." The
number of birds he had in all were ?

A. 36

B. 18

c.9

.D.27

17. Suppose an ant is placed on one corner
of a sugar cube, which has equal sides
of 1.5 cm each. If the ant may walk
only along the edges of the cube, what
is the maximum distance the ant mav
walk on the cube without retracing its
path ?

A. 18 cm

B.9cm
C. 10.5 cm

D. 13.5 cm

18, When the big hand of the clock is ex_
actly at ihe 12 o, clock position, an
ant starts to crawl in a counter clock_
wise direction from the 6 o' clock po_
sition at a constant speed. On reach_
ing the big hand of the clock, the ant
turns around and at the same speed,
starts to crawl, in the opposite direc_
tion. Exactly 45 minutes after the
first meeting with ttre big hanci the
ant crosses the big hand for the sec_
ond time and dies. How long has the
ant been crawling ?

A. 54 min.

B. 51 min.

C. t hr, and g min.

D. t hr, and 21 min.

19. One tiiird of Shrihari,s marks in X{ath
equal half of his English marks. Shri_
hari noticed that in these two subjects
his marks totaled 150. What did Shri_
hari score in English ?

A. 15

B. 60

c. 30

13 -1

16.
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D. 90

20. The sum of two digits of a number is
15. If 9 is added to the number then
the digits get reversed. Which of the
following is FALSE about the number

A. The number is divisible bv 3

B. The number has the two digits sep-

arated by a dift'erence of one

C. The number is divisible by 6

D. The number is divisible by I
21. An ant is at a point P in a planar

square {ield. It was observecl that P is
13 feet from the corner A, and 17 feet
from corner B (diagonal to A), and fi-
nally 20 feet from a third corner. The
area in square feet of the field is

A. 231

B. 89

c. 369

D. 169

22. Consider the triangle ABC with sides
AB:20 cm., AC:l1 cm., and BC:13
cm. Then the length in cm. of the
diameter of the semi-circle inscribed
within ABC, which lies on AB, and
has sides AC and BC as tangents is
given by

A.9
B. 11

c. 10

D. 10.5

23. On a straight road XY, 100 meters
long, five heavy stones are placed 2

meters apart beginning at the end X.
A worker, starting at X, iras to trans-
port all the stones lo Y, by carrying

only one stone at a time. The mini-
mum distance he has to travel (in me-
ters) is:

-A. 
422

B. 480

c. 744

D. 860

24. Given that abc" : abca, where all
a,b,c are integers, then which of the
following is true

A. c:9
B. a:1

C. b:4
D. None of these

25. Instead of walking along two adja-
cent sides of a rectarrgular fielci, a boy
took a short cut along the diagonal
and saved a distance equal to half the
longer side. Then the ratio of the
shorter side to the longer side is:

A.+
8.3
c.i
D.:

B-1
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Part B

Answer the questions 26-27 based on
the aigorithm given below:

3, 1, g, 10

26. What are the r,alues of N and C?

A" N :3, C:4
B.N:4,C:10
C. N:4,C:4
D.N:3,C:10

27. What are the values of N and C if
the statement "FLAG :: TRUE" is
removed from the algorithm?

A. N:4,C:8
B.N:4,C:10
C. N:3,C:8
D.N:3,C:10

28. The nth element of a series is repre-
sented a_" ,{r. : ( 1)" X, t. If
Xo : rartdr
of the following is always trrie:

B-?

STEP O: START

STEp 1: N := 0, C r= 0, FLAG := FAL38. Given that ru is an integer, which of
STE' 2: INpUT TABLE A [1 . . 10] the following is TRUE about the sum
srEP 3: FOR r = 1 T0 10 D0 s:2 *3

IF (AtIl = 1l THEN a ^ '

N := N + 1 A' Slsneverthesquareof arational

rF (FLAG = FALSE) THEN number

C : = I B. 
^S 

is always the square of a rational
FLAG := TRUE number

ENDIF C. 
^g 

is the square of a rational num_ENDIF ber, provided n is even
ENDFOR

STE' 4: 
'UTpUT 

N, C D.,Sisthesquareof arationalnum_

STE' S: END ber, provided n is odd

30. if l@) : ros(*),then /(r) +f @)Given that 411..101 : 7, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, is:

A. X" is positive if n is even

B. & is positive if ru is odd

C. X" is negative if n is even

D. None of these

A f(ffi)
B. f (r + a)

c. (r +ilr (*)
D. f@) +t(a)

L+TA

In an equilateral triangle, Iet h. be the
height and r be the radius of the cir-
cumcircle. Then the ratio r : h is

A' r/3:1

B. 2:3

C. 2n :J3

n. r:J1lz

Let $ denote an empty set. The power
set of the empty set is

A. 4)

B' {', }

31.

32.
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c. {d, {,b}}
D. None of these

33. Let A and B be two non-empty sets
with cardinality p and g respectively.
Then the total number of relations
that can be defined from the set A to
set B is

A. 2s

B. 2p

c. 2ps

D. p, or q, ot pu

34. Consider

D. r:ntr*.y
37.. Show ihe bits in a 12 bit-register that

is holding the number equivalent to
decimal 2I5 in (i) binary coded octal
and (ii) binary coded decimal

A. 00001 100001 1,00100001010i

B. 000011010111, 001000010101

c. 00001i000111,001000010111

D. none of the above

38. If (24)2 :587 the base of the number
system is

A. L4

B. 11

c.9
D. 12

39. At how many points in the rg plane
do the graphs of. y : r12 and A : 2,
intersect?

A. One

B. None

C. Two

D. Three

4C. Suppose that / is a continuous real-
valued f'unction defined tirr tite closed
interval [0,1]. Which of the following
are true for constants C, D, E > 0 and
r,a € l0,Ll:
I. There is C such that
I f @) _ f (y) 11 c, vr,y.
IL There is D such that
I f (") - ffu) l{ 1,Vr, y that satisfy
lr-yl<D.
III. Therle is E su,:}r that
I f@) - f(a) l< E I :x - y lv*,u
A. III only

ts-1

f(r) :
reiation g

g@: 
{

the relation / definecl by( 12 o<r(3{ - - andthe[ 3" 3<r<10
defined by
tr2 o<r--2
Jr z2 12 n then

35.

A. / is a function but g is not

B. both / and g are functions

C. / is not a function but .q is

D. neither of thern are functions

Let f be subset af. Z x Z, wherc Z d,e-
notes the set of integers, and we have

f : {(ob,a + b) : a,b € Z}. Then / is

A. bijective function

B. injective function

C. surjective

D. none of these

For real numbers r,y, and n € Z,
sin r : sin g implies which of the fol-
lowing ?

A. z- nr-r.u

B. r:wr+(-7)"a
C. r:2nr *y

36,
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B. I only

C. I and II only

D. I, II and IiI

41. Suppose that / is a function on the set
of real numbers. ancl is dift'erentiable
twice, and that /(0),/,(0), f',(0) are
all negative. Suppose f,, has ali the
three properties in the interval [0, oo):
I. It is increasing,
iI. It has a unique zero,
IIL IT is unbounded.
Which of the same three properties
does / necessarily have ?

A. II only

B. I only

C. III only

D. Ii and III only

42. Let f (r) : 2r3 + ar2 + Br - 5, and
g(r) : r3+r2-4r-g. Both f (r),g(r)
give the same reminrier when divided
byr*lifais
A. 10

B. 1

c.5
D. -5

43. Consider the unit square forrned by
points in the piane; A(0,0), B(1,0),
C(1,1) and D(0,1). Let P be an arbi-
trary point chosen in this unit square.
Connect P to the points A and B. The
probability that the points ABP form
an obtuse triangle is

A. 0.5

B. 0,393

c. a.7n

D. 0"25

44. Let / and g be two functions ciefinecl
on an interval "I such that /(r) > 0
and g(r) ( 0, Vr € .I, and / is strictly

. increasing in /. Then the product
function /g is

A. strictly increasing in / with f g < 0
B. strictly increasing in 1 with f g > 0
C. strictly decreasing in I with f S :

0

D. nothing can be said about it from
the given information

45. The derivative
f sirr 12

f (r\: I "'\ / L 0

A. exists at r
uous

of function /(r), where
r*a
Z:0

: 0, but is not contin-

B. does not exist at r :0
C. exists at tr : 0, and is also contin-

uous

D. none of the above

46. If [r] denotes the largest integer ( z,
and if f (r) : rf,rl, J'@) (where ever
it exists) is given bv ?

A. ["]
B. 2x

C. 2["]

D. exists nowhere

47. The sum of the interior angles of a
polygon is equal to 8G right angles.
Then the number of sides of that poly-
gon is

A. 43

B. 86

B-1
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c. 30

D. 45

48. The area of the polygon whose vertices
are (r,r),(, *\,r* 1), and (r,r *2)
is equal to

A. 2r

B. 1212

c. 1

D,2

49. Use the notation I r I to denote the
absolute value of r. and [r] denotes
the largest integer smaller or equai to
r. For o, an integer, such that o > 1

Iet f(r) be given bv

r(r\: Ill*-11-1 I r<ar\*/ 
[ ["] r]a

Which of the following is the set of
points of discontinuity for the function
f(r) ?

A. AII integers ) a

B. All integers ) -a
C. All integers ) o

D.a

50. Consider the function

r(r ,,\ - ! #F Q'Y) I (o,o)
r\&te) - \ o (.r,g) :(o.o)
Which of the following is Nor true for
this function

A. / is continuous aiong the iine y :
0

B. / is continuous along the iine r:
0

C. / is constant along tire line A : ,r

D. / is not continuons at (0,0).

B-?

51. Suppose a.b,c are all > 0. and if D is
the determinant below, which of the
following is true about D ?

D-
ab c

bca
cab

52. Suppose 0, b, c are ail > 0, and are
in a geometric progression as the
successive terms ...,p,Q,T,.... Tiren
what is the value of the determinant

I loga p 1 
I

Dbetow?D:lJogb q \l
Itogc r Il

T.D> O,II,D<O,III. D:O

A. II only

B. I only

C. both I and iI
D. both II and III

A. 1

8.0
C. w,
D. pqr - abc

53. Consider the determinant
1 sin? I

* sind 1 sind

-1 *sinfi 1

Then Al2 for all values of g, lies be-
tween

A. 1and2

B.0and1
C.2and4
D. >4

Which of the following is equal to
the nulldtu of matrix A belou' ?

54.
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A-
-i

1

-2
2

A. 1

DN-t,. u

c.2
D.3

55. How many 2-digit or 3-digit num-
bers can be formed using the digits
1,3,4,5,6,8, and 9, whi:h are divisibie
L tqL)V Z+ J

A. 64

B. 56

c. 80

D. 92

56. Let (256)10 : (A)s x (B),u, and if
(B)to : 2 x (A)16, then the values of
A, B are respectively

A /^ r^\A. \O,IZi

B. (7,14)

c. (i5,30)

D. (10,20)

57. The a,verage temperature of a town in
the first four days of a nrontli was 58
degrees. The average for the second,
third, fburth. an<l fifth days was 60 tle-
grees. If tire tenrperatures of the first
and fifth darvs were in ttre ratio ?:8 the
temperature on the fifth day was

L. 62

B. 64

c. 56

D. None of these

Two boys A and B speak the truth
only 75% and 80% of the time respec-
tively. Lets say both witnessed an in_
cident, what is the percentage of time
that the two would contradict each
other when narrating the same inci-
dent ?

A. 25

B. 15

c. 35

D. 45

Solution of the initial value problem
y" + Syt - 6y : 0, given y(0) :
10;g'(0) : *10 is

A. a(t) : l,s-6t * 10e'

B.y(t):?"u,*fe-t
C. a(t) : f.e-at * T",
D. g(t) : )Qs-lt * 30e2t

When 4 dice are thrown, what is the
probability that the same number ap-
pears on each of them?

A. 1/36

B. rlr2s6
c. 71216

D. 241216

'nL^ *^^* l^-.:^r:^.^ ^L^--r rl- -r !v ulvdrtr Llcvrdrulurr aluuuL tlre Ineoiall
for the data 3, 9, 5,3, IZ, IA, !8, 4,7,
19, 21 is

A Rqn
,':.l.. N'.L I

B. 1.01

c.9
D. 10.01

Let g(r) : .firotf'(t)dt for r ) -lg
where / is an increasing function then

B-1

4 2l
3 2l

*tJ

59.

60.

A1

62.
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A. g(r) is a decreasing function of r
B. g(t) is an increasing function of z

C. g(r) is increasing for r > 0, and
decreasingfor-10<r<0

D" none of these

63. The solution to ttre inclefinite integrai

I Wa", is given by

A. -+l@-7f-sin-1 :+c
B. 2u2a2 r@--@ - sin*1 X + C

C. -; v/@ -A - cos-r t + C

D. Zuzazu@ -@ - sinh*l : + C

ii4. Consider the circles, ail of unit radius
given by theform (r -h)'+(A-k), :i. The radius of curvature at an5r

p<rint {a,g) tor these circles may be
also expressed as

A. l+t#Yl':(#,\'
B. [i + (#lr]' : (#),
c. ir + t# )rl',' : (#)'/,
D. None of these

Solubion to the differential equation

#nny:ois
A. g : 

"-"("tcosr * c2sinr) +

""("rcos 
r * ca sin r)

B. y : 
"-'(rtcosu + c2sinc) +

e"(cacos r * c+sinr)

C= y : e-'(ctcosZr * c2sin 2r) +
e'(cacos?r * casin2r)

D. y : e"(clcosr * czcosz) +
e"(ca sin r * casin r)

67.
The sohrtion to thc differential cqu:r-
tion (1 * ry)ydr + (1 - ry)rdE : g

is

B-?

r'r ),-_i'
I

I

65

A. logt-*A:"
B. ios* - | :ctu

C. logt-*y:,
D. loev - 7 :c

IU

Answer the following 3 questions
based on the flowchart given above:

What is the output of the flowchart if
X:-10andY:3

A. Q:-3andX:-1

IF XFLAG < O

{fiFLAi] { O AND
YFLAG } O] 8R

iXFLAG > O,AND
YFLA':' < t'l]"

X:=x-Y
Qt=Q+1

66.

10
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B. Q:3andX:1
C. Q:*3andX:1
D.Q:6andX:1

68. \Arhich of the following conditions can
be used in place of the condition ,,IF
((XFLAG < 0 AND YFLAG > 0) oR
(xFLAc > 0 AND YFLAG < 0))" I

A. rF (XFLAG - YFLAG : 2)

B. IF (XFLAG - YFLAG : 0)

C. IF (XFLAG + yFLAG : 2)

D. IF (XFLAG + yFtAG : 0)

69. For what vaiues of X and y, the
flowchart is never going to terrninate i

A. X>0andY:0
B. X<0andY:0
C. X:0andY:0
D. All of the above

70. A person speaks truth only 4 times out
of 5. A die is tossed and the person
says that the die rolled a six. Find the
probability that actually there was a
six

A. 415

B. 2ls

c. 7ls

D. 4ls

71. cosL + cosB can also be r,vritten as

A. 2 cos 
gP 

sin !4p
B. 2 cos ry cor @;4

C. 2 cos 
g? 

sin @t')

D. 2sin Apsingf

72. Thevectors )z * j + li, i+ )j - k and
2i, - j * .\rt; are coplanar if:
f:,\:-1
II: ,\: 1$6
III: ) :0
Which of the foilowing is correct?

A. I and IiI only

B. I and II only

C. II and III only

D. I, II and IIi
73. if the vectors ei* j +k, i+bj +k and

i + j + ck (where a,b a,n,rl c I I) are
coplanar,thenfr+*+*:
A.+

doc

B. 1

f\ I-abcv' G:;Xr-dn:A
D.0

74. If --zsr!_e__ : g then Lfi;;;* i,t+cos a+srn a
equal to

A.s
6"1g

c- r-a
D. 1*y

75. The value of the expression

. cas'X l.*sinXr-_ __L--
1+sinX cosX

is equal to

A. sinX

8.0
C. cosX

D. 1

^^^ vLL,'D /\

1 * sinX

B-?
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